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                                                     2-CI     from page 179.

-   0.5
-   1.0                                         active level, "10mg" - in 
-   2.0                                         mescaline paper, S.Psych. Drugs.
±   5.3     p.179 (1976)
±   6.5                                         active level in
+   8mg                                         hoffmeister text . (30 x mes).
++  10mg                                                      ≅2CB

++  12mg 9/19/79 2:147 large batch IR ≡ original 9:45AM=[0:00] ATS. [0:35] alert -
    quiet buildup [1:00] between + & ++, undefined stoned - explore - throat dry,
    light-sensitive but little mydriasis [1:15] to a ++; illusion of standing a
    couple of feet off the ground [1:30] good ej. some eye games, some teeth
    clatter, no clench, no window [2:00] ++ or more, not too rewarding state except
    to erotic some visual movements, some "silk" images. [3:00] still at or >++
    erotic easy [4:15] dropping [7:00] completely out. Overall, favorable, no
    intellectual, but physically ≅ 2-CB.

++  15mg 10/31/79, 147 batch again. ATS. 3:30PM=[0:00] [0:40] aware [0:50] to +;
    [1:00] over +, easy arousal, v.quiet. [1:25] to ++, easy eroticism [2:00] full
    ++ - stoned but no window, intense og. ej. - no gaiety of LSD, no visual of 2CB
    - intense urge to work, to clean everything, shower, dishes, teeth ect. [3:00]
    down a bit? no! still ++ not good, not bad, simply stoned. [3:30] getting lots
    done, slight drop. [4:00] abruptly down to + or less. eat [with] appetite, but
    lightly. [8:00] call to BM re arrival. overall ++.

+++ 20mg 3/22/80 147!? batch. ATS, AP ≡ 9:00PM=[0:00] [0:30] fleeting awareness
    [1:00] to +; very quiet [1:10] still more - to ++. overall body reflex
    sensitivity [1:40] to +++ - extremely erotic - much fantasy to Ketch. music
    [3:00] still +++ - improvise on piano well; deep open conversation - extremely
    benign, friendly, outgoing and peaceful +++ - not too much visual - some
    persistent physical awareness. [5:00] some decline - attempt sleep - one or two
    darts. Sleep OK - awake in A.M. (~[12:00]) with no residue. Exceptionally fine
    xpt. full +++.

++  25mg 6/6/82 new 6/6/82 batch, IR≡147; AP≡; 5:12PM=[0:00] AP aware :15,
    developing @[:25] ATS aware [:30] develop to ~[1:30], AP >++, ATS ~++. Not
    the richness, color, visual, abandoned erotic of 2C-B - somehow a depth of
    "psychedelic" immersion was lacking. Good talk, good erotic, but not much
    locking to music, little inside fantasy or visual. By [7:] AP down to 1 1/2,
    ATS to +. Rather good appetite, so-so sleep. AM - no compensatory price to pay.
    Overall enjoyable, little (ATS) some (AP) body load 1st hour, nothing too
    rewarding, no great urge to repeat immediately. Harmless.


